 A Hybrid evolution algorithm is created based on FFA and PS. The advantage of the proposed
algorithm is the accuracy in the calculation of the optimal solution and the relatively short
time to solve the optimization problems. The polynomial computational complexity of the
Hybrid evolutionary algorithm allows it to be successfully used to solve large-scale
optimization problems.
 On the basis of the proposed bicriteria optimization model, corresponding tasks are
formulated, which are solved by the created Hybrid algorithm and by the standard Matlab's
fmincon solver. The obtained results confirm the working capacity of the Hybrid algorithm.
 A set of software modules of Matlab has been developed to implement the Hybrid algorithm
to solve the problem of portfolio optimization while minimizing risk, with different
diversification and expected rates of return.
4. Dissertation publications
Krassimira Stoyanova has submitted 7 dissertation related publications. One of the
publications is in an international journal indexed in the world scientific database "Scopus". In one of
the publications, she is the sole author. All publications are presented at international scientific
forums. In this way the dissertation satisfies the minimum requirements of the law, as well as the
specific requirements of BAS for acquiring the educational and scientific degree "Doctor".
5. Opinion and recommendations
The dissertation is written at a high level. The proposed modifications and novelties in the
dissertation are clearly and in detail explained. The layout of the dissertation is excellent. The
abstract contains the based information and well reflects the achieved results and contributions.
Conclusion
The presented dissertation fully corresponds to the set of criteria and indicators for the
acquisition of educational and scientific degree "Doctor", in accordance with the Law for the
development of the academic staff in the Republic of Bulgaria, the Rules for its implementation and
the Rules for the conditions and procedures for the acquisition of scientific degrees and academic
positions at BAS. I strongly recommend that the scientific jury award Krassimira Doneva
Stoyanova-Chokova the Doctorate degree in professional field 4.6 Informatics and Computer
Science.
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